The in vivo bone formation by mesenchymal stem cells in zein scaffolds.
In our previous study, a three-dimensional zein porous scaffold was prepared. This scaffold showed proper mechanical properties, good biocompatibility, and controllable biodegradation. In addition, it allowed blood vessels to form inside in vivo. In the current study, we prepared the complexes of zein scaffolds and rabbit MSCs, and investigated ectopic bone formation in nude mice. Furthermore, we implanted them into the radius defects of rabbits and assessed whether they could be helpful in the repair of critical-sized bone defects. The results showed that the complexes of zein scaffolds and rabbit MSCs could undergo ectopic bone formation in the thigh muscle pouches of nude mice. More importantly, the complexes could lead to the repair of critical-sized radius defects in rabbits accompanied with blood vessels' formation, which clearly demonstrates promise for the treatment of bone defects through tissue engineering.